
CS440
Assignment 6 (Optional)

1. Detecting bogus dice [15 pts]
Suppose you have a bag with n dice. You have been told that one of the dice has the
number 1 missing, with another number painted instead.

(a) You pick a die out of the bag and roll it and get a number different than 1. What
is the conditional probability that it is the die with the number 1 missing?

(b) You now roll the die a total of k times, and find that in the k rolls you always got
a number different than 1. What is the probability that you picked the die with
the number 1 missing?

(c) In order to decide whether the die you chose is the one with the number 1 missing
you decide on the following procedure: you roll the die k times and your procedure
says “number 1 missing” if all k rolls lead to a number different than 1. Otherwise
it says “normal”. What is the probability that this procedure makes an error?

2. Slot machines [15 pts]
You have found a slot machine that has three independent wheels, each producing
one of the four symbols Bell,Lemon,Melon,Cherry. The machine has the following pay
scheme:

Bell/Bell/Bell pays 20 coins

Melon/Melon/Melon pays 15 coins

Lemon/Lemon/Lemon pays 5 coins

Cherry/Cherry/Cherry pays 3 coins

Cherry/Cherry/? pays 2 coins

Cherry/?/? pays 1 coin

And note that Cherry/Cherry/? refers to a state where ? is not a Cherry. Similarly for
Cherry/?/?. Compute the so-called payout percentage of this machine, i.e. for every
coin played, what is the average return for the player. Also compute the probability
of a win in a single attempt.

3. Machine learning [70 pts]
Download the dataset associated with this assignment from the course webpage. The
data provides the RNA levels for 524 genes from the yeast S. cerevisiea. This dataset
is one of the earliest datasets that were used in order to demonstrate that groups of
genes can be characterized by this sort of data.

Eisen, M., Spellman, P., Brown, P. and Botstein, D. (1998) Cluster analysis
and display of genome-wide expression patterns. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci
USA, 95, 1486314868.
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A group of those genes are marked as pos, and the rest are marked as neg, and
your task is to see if the classifiers we learned until now, k-NN and Naive Bayes, can
discriminate between the two classes of genes on the basis of the RNA levels associated
with each gene. Each gene was measured under 79 different conditions, so each gene
is characterized in a 79 dimensional space. In your writeup address the following
questions:

(a) What is the expected accuracy of a classifier that predicts every object as belong-
ing to the majority class (i.e. the class that has the most examples associated with
it)? As the data is somewhat unbalanced (many more negative examples than
positive examples), there are alternatives that better reflect classifier accuracy.
For example, the balanced success rate which averages the following quantity
over all classes:

number of examples correctly predicted to belong to class i

number of examples in class i

Modify the cross validation method of learning.py to return both accuracy and
balanced accuracy.

(b) Run the k-NN and Naive Bayes classifiers on this data and report the accuracy
and balanced accuracy you obtain in 10-fold cross-validation. For k-NN, plot it
as a function of k.

(c) Naive Bayes will not work well since the version we studied only works for discrete
data. In order to make it work you will need to discretize the data. My suggestion
is to bin each feature separately into 10 bins that are equally spaced in the range
of values that a given feature has. For example, if a given feature is in the range
xmin to xmax, create 10 equally spaced bins between those values, and replace each
value by the index of the bin in which it belongs. What is the accuracy/balanced
accuracy you obtain after doing that?

A few code snippets to help you with learning.py.

examples = ’’.join(open(’yeast.data’).readlines())

data = learning.DataSet(examples=examples) # create a dataset

# the most important aspect of a DataSet instance is the examples

# attribute. data.examples[i] provides the features and class label

# of example i (which is the ith line in the file from which the

# data was read

# the following statement runs cross-validation on the data

# using the given classifier (k-NN in this case):

learning.cross_validation(learning.NearestNeighborLearner, data)
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Submission: Submit your writeup in a file named a6.pdf as assignment A6, and your
module p6.py as assignment P6. Any code from learning.py that was modified needs to
be included in p6.py. As in previous assignments, the grading will be primarily on the basis
of your writeup, so make sure your approach and results are clearly described.
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